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PREFACE

On 13 June 1973 the Minister for Education, the Honourable Kim E. Beazley,

M.P. announced the establishMent of .the Curriculum Development Centre. He
outlined the tasks of the Centre as follows;

16 to undertake cutriculum development tasks and to develop teaching and
learning materials for suge. in schools;
to commission and support, curriculum and materials development;

44. to display equipment and materials;
to publish assessments and information about equipment and materials;
to provide advisory services relatingto cuniculuni and materials development;

and
to arrnge the printing and marlieting of materials...

Additionally, the Centre would be expected to provide for continuing activities

related to the products of the Australian Science Eddcation Project (ASEP) when

that projeCt terminated in March 1974.

The Centre is to be a statutqly body, and pending the necessary legislation

an Interim Council was established by the Minister to initiate all functions of
the Centre as early as possible and to:

a. establish liaison and working relations with existing bodies interested in

curriculumotievelopmentc
b. determine, staffing requirements, in %o- operation with the Director, when

appointed;
c. advise on the location, extent and nature of the accommodation for the

Centre; and
d, advise on arrangements for publication) of materials.

In -the formation of the Interim Council, a number of bodies hive been.
consulted, including the COnference of ectoo-General of Education, the Schools
Commission, the. National Council of* ependeni Schools, the\ Federal Catholic.

Education Office, the Austr ian Council of State Schools Organisations, the

Australian Te ers' Federa ion, the Australian Advisory Committee on Research

and Developme in Education, and institutions involvedin teacher education.

Mr Geoff Spring was appointed as Principal Executive Officer of the Interim

Council, and Mr Herbert Townsend, Principal Research Fellow at La. Trobe
Univetsity, was invited to serve as cosultant.

The Interim Council held its first Meeting on 17 December 1973 and has since

met at approximately monthly intervals in Canberra and in State capitals. Having
drafted guidelines for the initiation of the Centre's functions, the Interim Council
submitted these guidelines to a conference, held in Canberra on 28-30 April 1974,

vii



attended by representatives of education authorities; teacher associations and other
bodies witli an Interest in curriculum deielopment. The various views expressed
by participants at the national conference have been .taken into, account by the
Intetim Council In arriving at the present statement of the Centre's ffinctions and
mode of operation.



AIM` OF THE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

The Interim Council, bearing in
has stated the fundamental aim of the

`to foster curriculum and mat
secondary levels'.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

d the tasks paSsed to it by the Minister,

entre as being:
"als development from pre -school to post-

.

A broad co cept of curriculum includes the totality of experience which a

child undergoe using his schooling. Curyicutum development, under this definition,

is concerned th developing materials0 practices and organisations which affect .

this experie ce.
The k of CDC is -seen as being concernecl with this development in such

areas as resources, sequencing of learning activities, teacher-pupil interaction,

organisation of the learning ituation; and the teacher's general approach to children

and. teaching.
In proposing this broad range of concerns,' the Council as taken regard of

three important points. First, none of the items listed can 'be considered to be more

central to curriculum development than the others. New materials, for example,

are bound explicitly or implicitly to entail optional procedures for using them often

with important implications for classroom or even for school organisation. For

instance, one of the most striking,features of classrooms in which ASEP materials

are used is the accompanying change in teaching procedures.
Second, there is the need to distinguish between conclusion-oriented research

and curriculum deielopment The CDC will most clearly be interested in the latter

and would only enter .the field of the former in conjunction with other agencies,

as for,example,- AACRDE.
-Third, there is a need to distinguish between the development of prototypes

and demonstration of possibilities on the one hand and taking decisions on
curriculum policy on the other. The former is_ a task appropriate to the. CDC but :1

the latter is the resionsibility of such agencies as State Departments of Education,

the, Sehbols Commissio and schools themselves.
Much curriculum development work is alrealy in progress in Australia, some

conducted, guided or sponsored by various education agencies (curriculum branches

of Education Departments, the Schools Commission, tertiary institutions, etc.) and

some through the efforts of interested individuals. The CDC should not seek to

replace or discourage such enterprise but rather to increase its effectiveness through

joint operation, co-ordination and assistance.'
A network of communication between agencies and the dissemination of

curriculum information among interested patties could be of great assistance to all.

Teachers need to be involved as much as possible in any inquiry into present

needs,in the formulation of tentative solutions and in the ensuing development, if
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the resulting materials and teaching approaches are to have maximum effect in ,

.classrooms. 'The involvement of teachers in the process of development is likely
to be at le t as valuable to them as the end-products of that process. Thus the
participati n of teachers 'in large and small-scale projects and field development
activities hould ,have high priority.

Reale bering that pupils must be regarded as the major group affected by
the use f any new materials or procedures, development workers should be
conscio s of both their needs and their reactio4. The extent to which pupils can
be invo ved at various levels in curriculuni choice or curriculum development needs
to be lore&

In the wards of the Report of the Interim Committee for the. Australian Schools
Commission; 'schools have much to gain from the involvement of the. community
in educatiolial programs'. Parents and members of the wider community should,
therefore, be consulted on curriculum development matters. '

" Many curriculuni development functions require 'the services of personnel with
special skills. The supply of persons with these skills will be augmented by the
provision of opportunities for persons wishing to train in this area to gain work
experience associated with, specific projects.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CENTRE
These considerations have led the Interim Council to define the proposed-

operations of the Centre in 'terms of ,six functions. These are:
a. The conduct and support of projects
b. The provision of a clearing house and information analysis
c. Field development ,

d. The provision of advisory, technical and evaluative services
e. Provision . of opportunities for training in curriculum development skills
f. Arrangements for the printing and marketing of 'materials;
The six functions outlined above are interdependent. For example, a function

of field development will be to set up a communication network between teachers
and the Centre. Together they provide a framework,for determining to services
and gads that a national centre' can provide to schools and other curqulum t
agencies. The Centre will take time to develop its full capacity.

The following paragraphs indicate some of the things that the Centre will seek
to do when it is fully operational.

S7 y
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Conduct and support of projects
The Interim Council' distingtiishes between exploratory activities investigating

possibilities in curriculum development, on the one hand, and large-scale curriculum
development and implementation on 'the other. The Centre plans to take or en-
courage initiative in projects of the first kind, after due consultation with other
bodies. However, it expects to participate in larger;soale prograr& mainly in con-
junction with State, Commonwealth and independent education'uthorities.

The Centre will concern itself with a variety of projects, most of which will
fall into one of 'the three following categories: those which are Centre-conducted; 'd
those which the. Centre commissions; and those fOr which the Centre proVides
support to other groups or agencies.
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`Centre-conducted' projects will 'usually operate through development teams on

secondment and basedqin State ajid independent schools or attached it: colleges or

universities. Teams will develop a variety of, formal and informal links to State
curriculum, media, or teaching aids brnnches and will also offer participation to
interested, co-operating teachers. It is envisaged that the Centre will also on occasion

undertake projects using its own Staff anefacilities.
`Coramiskoned' piojects may be directly commissioned out to subject associa-

tions, collegei, universities, commercial publishers or others.

`Supported' prOjects would normally emanate from individual teachers or
associations. Support may involve financial support or the provision of expert advice,

or both. Such projects may include some whose main purpose is the development

of curriculum and materiarebut which also have implications for school and class-

room organisation. Similarly others may be linked ..with encouraging teachers in

their, curriculum development activities. Some projects will involve all of these

aspects.
Projects may emanate from the Centre, be submitted spontangmsly by outside

a Ilodies, or be subinittedpy outside bodies at the suggestion of the Centre.,

Projects envisaged by the Interim Council as taking place in the ffist year or two

of the Centre's operation include research projects,idevelop,ment projects (some of

which are eady under way or have received approval) and open-ended or 'seed'

projects.

Research projects
Research projects will in the

priorities for future work in curricul
current development work in Australi
futtire needs,

Q

t instance be directed towards establishing
development, sand will include a mapping of
and mounting s. research project to establish

This latter may involve critic4 analysis of the philosophical, bases of present
curricula and an examination of possible new models :....the Centre would. seek to

involve leading Australian practitionerti, ni 5urriculunr development in this process.

Research activities wilt be carrjed out in consultation with the Australian Advisory
Committeeon Research and DevelopmOt in Education.

Development projects r

Development projects are activities intended to result in improvement in
education through the medium of curriculum resources such as materials, books,

br new approaches to teacher-pupil interaction.
Some projects will require considerably greater investment of resources, both

of manpower and money than others and will be such that they pen up new
perspectives in a subjetk,area in t4e total school curriculum and follow these 'through

in detail, resulting in new mateiials or new teaching strategies. One such project

already accepted for funding by the.Council, with the approval of .the Minister for

Education, is the Social Education Materials Project (SEMP). This project, covering

a wide range of topics in social education, will have development teams working in

all States, with close collaboration of education authorities, teachers in socialc--)

education and the CDC. -3

C



While, it would be expected. that all prricul development projects would
result in a change of Perspective, not all of them be as wide-ranging, or require
sudh large investments as SEMI'. The Council also wishes to encourage small-scale
projects undertaken by teachers,, members of college and university staffs and others
who wish-.to try out individual approaches:and there is room for a wide range of
projects between these two extremes. .

a

`Seed' projects
Some projects may be framed as feasibility studies for larger-scale projects or,

while not originally having this in ,mind, may open the way to wider-scale work.
These 'seed' projects may help to, identify important aspects for fdtiire developments.
Fob example, a small grant of $2,000 has already been made to conduct a feasibility
study in the field of Aboriginal studies. s

An important aspect tog often overlooked in writing proposals for projects is that
of dissemination. Ideally, in teacher-based curriculum development, dissemination
would go hand in hand with development, but in any case the initial implementation
should be carried out by the developers if the pl4losophy underlying new approaches
is to be transmitted as faithfully as are the material products. The dissemination
aspect of Centre projects will be cartiarout partly through the publieations of the

..,CDC Information Centre, partly through close, collaboration with State education
authorities through in-service-training. The Centre will expect proposers to provide
in their project design and budget for, dissemination, including, where approjaate, .

publication and distribution.

Provision of a clearing hiuse and information analysis service .

An important function of the Centre will be to make available information about
current curriculum developments in Australia and overseas .to teachers planning
their work in schools and to curriculum developers who, wish to know about work
in related figlds. This service will be provided-by setting up a clearing,house and
information analysis facility, the task of which will be to acquire, evalnite and store
information pertaining to curriculum development and to make it quickly availible
in answer to inquiries. In this way teachers, administrators of curricultim and
'research agencies, and others will be able to draw up6n a bank of curriculum infor-
mation. Means will be explored to encourage teachers and others actively' to use
these information exphange facilities.

In addition to the selection of relevant materials in compiling answers to
specific questions, the Informati Centre will; also compile regfdar summaries of "
infprmation of more general interest. These will be made available along.with other
publications designed to:

i piovide regular information for teachers;
ii provide cross-feildlisation betwcen teachers centres a nd other agencies;

iii report on projects undertaken and sponsolid by the Centre;
iv report on evaluation of overseas and locally- published materials based on

either critical review or field trials;
v provide other agencies with regular summaries of the latest overseas develop-

mEnts, particularly with respect to educational technology, media, systems,
outcomes of curriculum projects and resul . .onal-researeh-which
dir on c assroom, practice.

4,4
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The Centre proposes tizarrange permanent display space for materials including

those commercially produced frOm Australia and overseas: As the Centre will have

its own meeting facilities for teachers and others, special displays will be arranged

when national subject bodies or associations' use the. Centre's facilities for national
conferences. The Centres also intends to develop mobile displays and arrange clearing

house outlets in major cities and .regional centres, in curriculutn research branches
of DepartMents of Education, in suitable education centres, or community centres

such as 'education shops'.
The Information, Centre will maintain a. specialist curriculum library with inter-

library loan to other appropriatelibraries. An emphasis in collection of material

41 be on acquiring from overseas centres Of research and development in education,
comprehensive coverage of items which are not readily available commercially in

'itstrana. ,

The relationship of the-Infprmation Centre to field development is explored in

next section of thig document

illeveropment
The general aim of the Centre in womoting field development is to provide all

Ossible assistance to ensure-the ready acceptance in schools of innovations which

rilig from curriculum development initiatives supported by the Centre.,
Field development may be thought of as helping teachers (i) to focus their think-

ni; 40 three aspects of curriculum; that is, general educational needs of children, the

attire of the subjeot matter, and a general understandingof, and views about, teach -

mg techniques; and (li) to create or utilise materials and methods which they under--

stag in,these terms. ,

e implementation of a particular change involves the teacher in, a Variety'of

decisions about what aspects of the innovation he will adopt and how he will use
then. Such decisions are influenced by the considerations outlined above. View-

ponits on these considerations will be implicit in cufriculummaterials or procedures
produced by curriculum_ developers and,.idea0, should be stated explicitly by the
de4elopers..The closeness of the match between the teacher's viewpoint and those

iniplicit in the new materials or procedures will hell) to determine the successful use

ot the innovation. r.

is recognisef that much of field development, viewed in this way, is a function

of tin-service teacher education. Much will occur informally through throteacher's
°elation with others in work group settings such as schools, departments within

schools, teachers centres and subject assdeiations. Mutja will occur through, foniial

and informal interchanges between such groups and larger resource centres, such as
those established by State Departments of Edication,or the education zentres-being

established with assistance from. the Schools COMMiSSIOil, and through contact with

clvisory teachers. I

The Centre for its part can assist by supporting co-operative curriculum efforts in

.1,, relatively small groups. This may take many forms, including:
i funding of curriptduzii piojects proposed by such groups and for which a lira

iorrs-wiltbe invited from 81 e o tine;

ii providing technical advice, samples of materials and literature relevant to the

needs of each group; \

tr.
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...
.i, iii providing suggestions . for and literature on the availability. of specialised

-%
services;

iv inviting the participation of such grOups in aspects of larger cumculum
Projects. .' ". : , . -

The Centre, thrOugh its clearing house function, will also assist in the diffusion
of innovations, by setting up networks of communication and by disseminating ,

iriformatjon relating to the Centre's larger-scaletuniculum development projects.

Services

The Centre
vision is here intende

*

ible for supervision of funded projec , and super-
not only monitoring progress but so4e mejsure of

involvement of the Centre in the work &projects. It will of course necessary
to see that projects maintain:their time-tables and wor within budgets. The Centre
will also need to provide services and assistance in, snob matters as communication ,

kith teachers on a wide scale, preparaffon s.,A art work or conditions applying to the
engagement of paid help. '`

The basic services Provided by tlieCentre will be offered tinough its Information
celitre',and doelopinent sectionSiAdirices will also be available from the Centre's
specialist personnel including exchange experts from overseas.' Apart fromtechnical
personnel such as illustrators and editorS, the most impOrtant of these will be
professional curricidudi personnel skilled in curriculum` evaluation.

ThiX'advice could relate to procedures that can be used in:
establi;hing aims;':oriteria and objectives; developing curriculum materials;
conducting classroom triaLi; evaluation of trial versions; assessment of
student progfess;;preparing manuscripts for trial ofpublieation; disseminat-
ing the' products of curriculum development; administration of project
groups,. ePa,

The Centre will, when appropriate, negotite and supervise publication and
distribution of funded project materials including audio-visual materials. It will also
assist, in organisation'and conduct of familiarisation courses associated with these
projects.

p

Training
White 'involvement of practising teachers' is stressed, it is clear that the 4Centre

and other agencies-:obncerned with cprriduluni development,.'sugh as curriculum
research branches in State Apartments of Education, will require personnel specially
trained in such activities as materials production, analysis, evaluation, and disiemina-
tion of curriculnin information, field development, and production services. The
Council recognises a need to increase and maintain the pool of competence in this
area The Centre will promote and co-operate in schemes in which teachers and
graduate students are given the opportunity for secondment to work on one of the
activities of the Centre on either a part-time or full-time basi& The Centre will also
f rom time to time itself arrange workshops, and seminars and courses in curriculum
development areas, and will also 0-operate with other agencies in the provision of
such courses: Encouragement will also be given to the establishment of courses at
tertiary level leading to recognised qualifications in curriculum development.



Printing and marketing of materials

"r The Centre will arrange for the publication and marketing o_ f materials produced

through projects which it undertakes. -

The Centre mayalso arrange for the publication and rnakketing of materials

whose production it has supported or which are offered to it by other bodies. How

'the Centrewill operate here will depend on a number of considerations, such as the

educational value of the materials, their likely interest and usefulness to teachers and

consultation with other individuals or bodies involved in their development. The

Centre will also make arrangements.for matters relating to republication rights and

copyright for Overseas publication of materials produced by the Centre. .

.PROPOSED STAFFING' STRUCTURE"

A structure to carry out the functions descri ed aboste is illustrated on p. 9. This .

structure envisages three branches CDC I formation Centre, the Curriculutn

Development and Research Branch, and Administrative Branch. The Curriculum

Development a0dResearch Branch would be 'responsible for, most, of the work

concerned with \projects /and field development.
Because of the interdependence of the Centre's functions these branches will

not of course operate as discrete entities. The structure therefore delineates main

tasks but not inter-relationships.

a
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Inquiries should be addressed to:

The Director,
,Curriculum Developnlent Centre
P.O. Box 8 6
WODEN, X. 2606

A
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